August 18, 2015

IBM Is Buying Your Medical Records

HIPAA allows your data to be sold and analyzed without consent. IBM has purchased three data companies for their Watson Health unit. Explorys has data on 50 million patients from 360 hospitals. Phytel has data on patients in all 50 states. Merge Healthcare has 30 billion images like X-rays.

One press release says IBM will build a “consolidated, patient-centric view of current and historical images, electronic health records, data from wearable devices and other related medical data, in a HIPAA-enabled environment.” Thus, this sale and analysis of your data is HIPAA-enabled. HIPAA authorizes it. Tell Congress to repeal HIPAA.

"IBM Crafts a Role for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine," Robert McMillan and Elizabeth Dwoskin, August 11, 2015.
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